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Background
The climate data evaluation and risk assessment module for the Climate for Culture software
is an integral part of the project and provides the space, where the information and outputs of
other work packages is put together. Therefore a great effort has been made to provide the
most suitable environment which would satisfy the work packages and also environment
which would be suitable for the presentation of the Climate for Culture project results to the
end users.
In the process of selecting the environment it has been necessary to look at several key
factors that should be satisfied with respect to the future use of the project results. The most
relevant factors are:
- Compatibility of the Operation system
- Easy use of the module for the end user
- Easy maintenance for further adjustments e.g. adding new parts and data
- Easy to operate
With respect to all these factors, the PHP programming environment was chosen to be used
for the module. With the use of the web page platform in the PHP code the demands for the
end user were lowered to proper installation of the web browser. Issues of possible problems
with the operation system are also solved by the usage of the PHP code as the display of the
data is independent on the operation system. PHP coding also satisfies the condition of easy
maintenance as the PHP code can be easily enhanced and will be working on any standard
web server in the future.
A prototype version of the module runs on the test site www.c4c.turnov.org/new and will be
moved at the end of the project to the main project web site.

Structure of the module
As the scope of the project is quite large and the amount of the data which should be
integrated is accordingly high, it was necessary to come out with a reasonable structure of the
module itself. As the educational level of the end users can vary significantly and also the
purpose of the visit on the web pages can differ, it was decided to structure the module into
following parts:
-

-

Climatic maps – Provides information on the change of the outdoor climate,
congregates the results of climate simulation provided in WP1
Case studies – Provides information on the buildings that have been measured and
included into the database of the Climate for Culture project
Online analysis – Provides access to online analysis of measured data of the end
user. To get access it is necessary to register the building into the database and
upload the data in a specified format
Decision making support system (DMSS) – Provides analysis based on the input of
the end user and based on the risk maps provided by WP5 and WP3
Expert decision support system (exDSS) – Generic expert system, that provides
information based on the questions and answers proposed to the end user.
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Flow of work and the connectivity of the WP outputs are outlined in the following chart

Figure 1 - Flow chart of the data processing
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Climatic maps
The climatic map section is dedicated to the presentation of the results from the climate
simulations provided by the Max-Planck institute. For the simulations, the REMO model is
used with the high resolution grid (5km) and statistical data are collected for one validation
(1960-1990) and two predicted time periods (2020-2050, 2070-2100). Two IPCC scenarios
are used – A1B and the RCP4.5 for the new IPCC AR 5. Both scenarios are moderate
scenarios that are taken into account in order to introduce new energy technologies helping to
reduce CO2 emissions. Within the module, the basic information introduces the end user to
the problem of the climate modelling: the data is presented in the form of the climatic maps
for a selected scenario and period providing the absolute and relative values
(increase/decrease between time periods). This section focuses on all possible users,
providing relevant data on predicted climatic change according to selected scenarios. The
outline of the web module for climatic maps scenarios is shown in figure 2 below.

Figure 2 – Climatic map part of the module
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Case studies
Within the project more than 70 case studies were selected to be measured with respect to the
scope of the project, so that the relation between outdoor and indoor climate could be
analyzed. All the measured data and information on case studies are collected in the Climate
for Culture database. The web-based database which is the basic module of the CLIMATE for
CULTURE software has been developed at the Eindhoven University of Technology (TUE).
The website www.monumenten.bwk.tue.nl was created during earlier research carried out in the
Department of Building Physics and Services (TUE).
Web pages module provides the front end for the database and links the public data to the end
user. Users will choose from the list of case studies as shown in figure 3 below and the
relevant data are provided in the front end as can be seen in figure 4.

Figure 3 - Case study choice

Figure 4 - Case study data provided
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Online analysis
Online analysis is provided for the users that have registered their case studies in the database
and have uploaded measured data into the database. Online analysis is provided directly on
the website of TUE and provides the end user with evaluated statistics on measured data as
shown in figure 5, classification of the building as shown in figure 6, risk assessment on
selected materials as shown in figure 7 and many more.
The web module itself contains only the basic information for the end user on how to register
and how to upload the data into the database.

Figure 5 - Example on the measured data statistics
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Figure 6 - Example of indoor climate classification

Figure 7 - Example of the risk plot for selected materials
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Decision making support system (DMSS)
The decision making support system (DMSS) congregates the information from the WP1,
WP4, WP5 and WP7 and is the core part of the module for the risk analysis of the future
climate change impact on the collections of various materials. Module work is based on the
following process parts:
-

Selection of the relevant location and time period
Selection of the building type
Selection of the relevant collection materials
Risk assessment based on the location
Advice through the exDSS

The selection of the location and time period is the first step in the process, which determines
in which location the end user is interested in, the location of the building under examination
as shown in Figure 8. The selection of the building type is the second step in the processing of
the data. End users can select the building according to own demands from the Case studies
database or if not completely satisfied a generic building with specified parameters can be
used. For each building of the case studies, risk maps are pre-processed in the database and by
the selection of the case study with the best match, a set of the risk maps are selected
accordingly.

Figure 8 – DMSS – selection of the location, time period and building type
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The risk maps themselves contain information on the behaviour of a selected building type in
the climatic condition all around Europe. To obtain this information, the following process
has to be applied:
1) First, a measurement campaign for the selected case study has to be done, measuring
the relevant indoor and outdoor climate.
2) A building simulation model or transfer function is then constructed for the indoor
outdoor climate relationship. This is then used to simulate indoor conditions from
future climate scenarios. Future impact of climate on indoor materials is estimated
through the use of damage functions . In this project the State space model is used to
create fast response hygro-thermal modelling of the building with very good accuracy
of the model.

Figure 9 – State space model processing a) thermal model, b)
hygrodynamical model
3) The indoor climate data evaluation based on the hygro-thermal model of the case
study is exposed to the predicted climatic conditions for each grid point location
around Europe
4) Application of the risk assessment rules to the predicted indoor climate data for each
grid point for the whole of Europe
5) Saving the risk maps for a selected case study and material of the art collection.
Based on the selected location, the building type, the time period and collection material, the
relevant risk maps are displayed to the end user with the highlighted location selected being
evaluated as shown in figure 10.
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Figure 10 - DMSS - Risk map display
As soon as a map is displayed, the data from the database is also calculated for the selected
location and the end user can be provided with the risk assessment based on the rules
provided by WP4. Risk assessment can be provided directly using a traffic light type of
information or by the explanation in text as can be seen in figure 11.
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Figure 11 - Risk assessment on selected collection materials
Based on the results of the risk assessment, the end user can use the expert system, that will
provide them with a series of questions and based on the answers it can provide not only the
information on the fact if the collection might be endangered by the future climate but also the
information on the best procedure to prevent possible future problems.

Expert decision support system (exDSS)
The expert decision support system is a general expert system that has been developed for the
purposes of the project in WP7. This system allows the creation of rules by using standard or
fuzzy logic and based on the answers and questions it can provide the end user with valuable
advice on relevant topics. As the system was prepared as a general framework which can be
filled with a set of any kind of rules, it is possible to use it for dissemination of the knowledge
and experiences from all work packages. Within the module, exDSS is included in two parts.
One is the separate module that is useful for those who are able to classify current problems in
their buildings and the second is used in the DMSS, where the advice based on predicted
values of the risk assessment are evaluated and analyzed.
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An example of the questionnaire and an example of the exDSS output is shown in figure 12
and figure 13 below.

Figure 12 - Questionnaire of the exDSS

Figure 13 - Example of the advice based on the questionnaire

Conclusions
The Climate data evaluation and risk assessment module of the Climate for Culture software
has been developed, structured and established to meet the demands of the whole scope of the
project and the demands on the use of the module. The climate data evaluation and risk
assessment module provides a basic framework which still needs to be adjusted accordingly
to the final deliverables and tasks of other work packages, which are the deliverables in the
final year of the project as it is for the work of work packages WP4, WP5 and WP7.
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